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No Air Force mission can be accomplished without son.

The accomplishment of many Air Force missions depesds on
the ability of two or more individuals to act in cooperation
as a group. . . Failure of weapon systems my be due to
failure in effective crew functioning even when individual
group members poses#* the requisite skills anid abilities for
their 4-ndividual jobs.

. . . Increasing the effectiveness with which the Air
Force can accmplish its peace and wartime missions by pro-
moting better roup functioningjamong individuals working
together.. , Fcan be obtainedj through developing mean -IF

evaluating the group'4 performance, of identifying the organi-
zation, [of findinsg policies and procedures of the group
which most directly oontribute to superior performance, and
of testing methods for assembly and training of groups which
most likely will provide effective units.

This excellent statement of the problems of making organisations

effective is from a recent Air Force Technical Document. It not only des-

cribes one of the Air Force's most critical problems, but in pointing out

where solutions might be found it also defines the purpose of The WD

Corporation's 3ysteme Research Laboratory. What this LAboratory is trying

to do is precisely this development of Omeans of evaluating group performance,"

this "identifying the organization" wd finding the best policies and pro-

cedures and the b.:t trining methods.

Our present technological society has become almst ocmpletely dependent

on large, complex man-maohine systems. But these system. have booome Pn big

and so complex that they are almost beyond the comprehension of the men wto

operate and direct them. As the system have grown in else and oeplex.y,

the tasks of the men who run them have too. Bigger and more complicated

machinery won't necessarily give us better results. Itts necessary to

understand the behavior of the men who operate thee systems, and since
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systems are run by team and not by individuals, understanding the :riticaI

numan elements of these systa means going beyond individual psyohology

into the terra incognita of orgmnnistionxl behavior.

The continnttal 76feis tem is a good exapIs of whatt been

happening. Just a few years ago an aircraft-wrning net that surrounded

the entire country would have been little more than a wild dream--a

oommiLnication r wt-u i-A '..i', aJ uf am, .chines that I nk-1 together

fighter bases, radar sites, Interceptors, civiliAn-defense groups, the

Civil Aeroneutics Authority, and other organizations that had to work

together an split-second schedules was patently out of the question. But

this tremendous (and tremendously complioated) system is In operation

today, and a biuer and more complex one will 4 operating tomorow.

In using systems like this one there or, now problems of selecting,

training, a" utilisiAg men--problem in which questions of the proper use

of irividual specialists are only a beg inning. Today' problems have

become those of group coordination and integration, of team performance

and team learming, the problems that are the critical ones in understAndine

and operating man-machine systems.

Understanding how groups of men work together effectively is obviously

of rery general interest, in the industrial and comercial world as well

a to the armed services, and a problem that requires a varie.y of research

efforts. Operatlons analysts, industrial esgineere sociologists, political

scientists, psychologists, planners, &nd executives-to mention only a

fr#--have b*e working on It.

The RAID Corporation's 3yteme Research Laboratory has been studying

these oolex systos In a laboratory with ezporine'tal metnods. The
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Laboratvry has been studying corplats eyem, not Just parts of systes,

and-probably most important--it has studied them as ma-chine systems,

deliberately oonsiderng men as integral parts of the system.

This p~per will present a general picture of how this ws done, what

was learned by dotng It, and what the io.P.--t Implioations o.f Lh je studies

might be and where they will fit in the general scheme of rnwearch aotivity.

THE 3! STE4 SIUDIM)
.T ba obvious early in these studies that simulation techniques and

techniques for controlling large-scale experiments would have to be pushed

beyond their ourrent state of developiment and that it would be necessary to

select a kind of organization that lent itself to being studied with the new

techniques. The system selected was suited to these laboratory techniques;

it was also of critical importance to the Air Force and one that had enouh

in comion with other systems to give the results generality.

The Air-Defense Direction Center

This system wae the air-defense direction center, an orpaidation that

defends a portion of the United States against ewA air attack. In mny

ways a direction center is a coemplete system; it has all the information

avilable about the air traffic in its area and controls wempors for stopping

eneW air attacks. What was silmlated in the laboratory was a close apprwd-

nation to a real direction center--a full-scale model aLmed by a standard

crew of 30 to 40 mon. Four air-defeso emrinents ver eonfted. Iech

ran for about 200 hours-the oepivalent of about six weeks of norm life

in a real direction center.

Figures 1 and 2 (Crew Kamers In Laboratory)
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A direction center is a rather oomplex organization with quite a complex

job to do. The laboratory crews had to defend an ares of rouly 100,000

sTisre *iles. Durng each experimnet there were about 10,000 flights over

this area. The air traffic, which increased more than threefold during

the experlmont, included a wide variety of flights--from commercial air iiners

on transooeanic flights to cub aircraft hodgehopping from airport to airport.

Hostile attacks -n targets in the area ranged from single bombers trying

to caw"afLa, e themselves in the flight-plAn traffic to nss raids of as

may as 25 hostiles. Symbols containing information about these flign~v c"

into the system at an average of 300 a minute--a rato of information input

that added up to something like two million symbols during an experiment.

Choosini a Systom to 3,,.udY

Tw conceptual issues, resolved before the experiments started, were

crucial ones for aaklng these studios possible. Both of these issues,

which were concerned with the kind of organisation to be studied, delimited

a oomlioated problem.

First of all, the air-defense directlon center is an organization in

which task accopliahimnt has a well-accepted social value and one whose

successes and failures are fairly easy to evaluate at aluost any time during

its operation. An exprienter can have oonfidence in an air-defense crew's

motivation to defend the country against air attack and in recognition of

sucoeas and failure. And this motivation is complicated very little by

previous persreal historie. The oomplex of values, attitudes, and beliefs

that Influence this organiation's development are derived mostly trom the
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crew's experience with air defense. Because the groups studied were newly

assembled, a good part of this happened right in the laboratory.

A second advtntage of studying a direction center is that more of the

group's activity 3an be observed than Ln wwy other organisations. Much

of the creows behavior in dealing with Its task is verbal response to knovn

stinmli--either to other verbal behavior or to task information cou" into

the system. There is little of importanoe that can't be seen or hesrd by

the experimenter.

Since these experiments involved groups of nearly 40 men, choosing a

system that had these oharacteristics simplified the problem trendously.

The motivation of the sn under study and the amn.s -f measurinm system

effectivenees were both relatively uncouplioated. Most of the group 's

relevant behavior-and the way this behavior obsnged-mas exposed to view.

M MDO US

Although a description of the system studied gives su&* idea of the

site and soope of the experiowts, the ideas behi' *"osee ex riots can

be put into a larger context and one that is probably more meanIVAN.

3ince the effects of equimnt modifications ww not the object of study,

the phyvical resources were kept constAnt during each expertiont and the task

was valred. Any improvements in performawne depended entir.ej on ea,,h evl

skill in using the resources it already had.

The ystem Research labortoryt'i faeillities a used t . study human

orgpnaiationa in wmch the ame wey a wind tunnel is used in ievelopiag now

aircraft. In both methods the exper tere emAipul'.e an environment to

aply stress to hihl#4 detailed models so that the performance of the

prototype ean be predieted and chages mde to impove it. A wind tuwl
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ises a detailed scale wdel &f the airamft wtvse fligrt charateristi:s

are being studied; the System Research LAboratory used a modeL or ani ation

of 3C0 to 40 m that w&s practically >1 eOala. Ry exposing the modml s tj

oritimal envir-rmental conitions over and 'Yer gi&Ln in different :ombtrn-

tion, both fall-itieo can te used to expose weak potnt in the desi,,n of

the prototype.

Both wind tunnels and this way of stu~yL'r rpn17.+at4 -is rely heavily

elaborate mesurii g devices. Ane both of them acmimulate enrwus

of Iat&--. in fact, thet a corps of speciadLied professiin&,

technical, and clerical workers is needed to handle it.

,osearech fa.eilities such as the 3ystma Research Laboratcro-y, again like

wind tum.1s, are big and eipensive, but they -Ty we'l tezoe as, Indispen-

siable in designing and imprmorng sytQms as wvind tunnels are in desi.zni.;

aircraft.

But with all these similarities, tnore u 9 e tLn flferazice tetween

wind-tumnel studies of airemrf. and large-scale laboratory research with

humn organisations. In experiomwts with organilatlcns, the laboratory

model chang under stress. it learns. Learning is an IinVs lable -Uraz-

teristic. It Is also a complicating one. Because orgwilzations earn, a

forsala for predicting their porformurce, unlike a formula tor predicting

the bearvior of aircr a ft, has to take into account the way the organization

obarng. uyder stress.

Although aspiring to study complete mn-mchine systeme is obiosly

Fine in principle, worthwhile results depend on how effctiveij aspirations

ar translAted into experLmntal form. An lmportant aspect of this



translator. is gaining "obsermationa. acceps t)d the pheomerna. 0  bserw*

tional access" is more thar, being aole to get meaningful data -".t1 pr!&r1Ily

& prblem of getting vurthwhile phenomora to ozcur at &l. :f an jrgania-

tion is to bq observed linder a variety sf conditIons, It's essentil that

the wn who are being studied s.inctiln as an organization and not iust an

a group of indiviciuais anu that Lhey are t t o± ',eiet as an organi-

zation--to loarn as a group. This failed to happen in the first sxperiment-

the organization ea&;nod so much faster than it had been expected to that

long before the oxpewimont was over the task that had been so care%,flly

prepared be cam so easy that the group's perf)rmnze ws ir, lorgsr wrth

3hberying.

R&L3 AK~ 'flW; tT

7he outstanding empirical result of these experiments was the devr~ee t)

which an air-defense crew can lear, t- use its reooircea re ........

.hai a grmup of riuman beiigs n& learn is by no meann a Intcls concluaior

-- after alU, It seaae rother obvious to say that the performrnce of a syste

can be improved if it has resources of one kind or aiother that it hasn't

used before. What was startling in these experiments ws the extent to which

performance ootild be improred by exploiting these unused resources. Although

the task load was increased Xradually so that it was ore than three times

as great at the end of the experiment as it had been in the beginning, etch

of the four crews kelt up a highly effective defense of the arsa apinst

eneW air attack.

Because an orpnization vtnise achievement is readly nearured wa

chosen for study, the evidence for saying that orgasnIational development
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did take place is readily found. Althou&h traffic was ontinus.y

increased during each experiment to the point where, in the last part of

each experimnt, it ws heavier than the normal air traffic in any part

of the United States, each crew's defense agkinst hostile attacks of all

kinds contirrued at a more effective level than we had ary revson to expect.

(Ineldenta1y there w" so eany simIlAities in performance and demlop-

ment amon4 the four crw w that crew lemaring can be considered in the

singular, since Oat happened in an one of the erw wa fairly typio&l

of all of them.)

Task and Resp e Models

But the scie .ific signLificanco of the Systma Reseerch Laoormtory'a

work i the my these ecperiments exposed the process of orgnizational

develoyment.

Just what does an air-defense crew do to mintain effective performence

in dealing with a task that kezps getting harder aM harder? A rather

obvious answer is that it spends its efforts more efficiently. With each

increase in the number of tracks the crew had to deal with saturation

seemed invinent because the crew found it ore and more difficult to con-

tinue handling each track with its current procedures. But each time that

saturation seemed iziient, some way of simplifying the job was found.

One %y to amsur* the effort a crew expends is by the number of items

of inforwation, such as position reports, it uses to handle the task.

There was only a slight increase in the rate of inforation flow during an

experimet. As a atter of fact, during tha last hour of the experiment,

when the load as more tan three times as heavy, the crew used just about

the sem amount of inforvation it did during the first tour.
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It mintained this cpeatedly high do"gr of success in defwiMn. the

area by oocetrating on trmffic that ws potentiolly host!lo spending

mller and smaller amounte on the rest of the tracks. If the e bad

spent its efforts at th4 same rat,% during the last hour " it did during

the first, it vuld have usod noarly 1,300 items of information, Actually,

it used only 640-ouat atout half of what would have been nezossary if it

hadn't changed its way of handling the task. This is oe eu mle of more

*fhitivs use of the sae awmant of effort--an illustration of how the

orew assigns the kind and amount of effort to taak events it oonsidore Uqort-

4t. This rough msure of effort ipamded is the 'response model* (Fig. 3,

k 9a).

But since there are so wAny task events, the ore mst have sm way of

deciding which ones are important. It does this by making distinctions

between tracks that it has to deal with to accopllsh the task and those

that it does't have to deal with at all. Thee progressively finer dis-

tinctions about which classes of traks need to be handled make up the

"taak modal' (Fig. 49, page 9). Although the mwmber of tracks in the task

increased steadily, there tas only a alight increase in the nmber of tracks

the crew dealt with. 31ncea it continued to defend the area sucoessfully,

eye, though it dealt with only part of the tracks (about 40 per cent of then

in the last hour), these distinctions were obvioualy effective ones. The

important disoriadtimns were tetween threatening flights (traffic coming

from certain directions) and noniU.-ratening ones (traffic going in other

direct ions).

These models enable the orpanisation to spend its effort more effectively

by deteruining what efforts will be given pririrty. By making appropriate
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THE RESPONSE MODEL

E ffor t
spentToa

- .. Less important Tracks

Time

FUg. 3. k~though there is only a alight inoiwassVl
in the &uount of effort acrew spends during

an experiment, more and more of it is spent on
critical tracks.

TH E TA SK MODEL

TOTAL EFFECT DI STR:8~uTlON

Percent
Number of tracks
of trocks handled

Stimu:us

Importart Class

Tracks Handled

Unimportant Class

Time Time

655 U

Fig. 4. The number of tracks the crew handles does not
increase as fast as the number of tracks in the

stlmal (^1f0., This occurs because it handles
1.- eMmller proportion of nonritical tracks t.right.
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hanges in the models the oranization can adapt to changing task

circumstances.

A Theory of Organiztional ernig

These eapirioal results seem to indicate that an organization will

look for now patterns of behavior when it needs them-when it is under

stress. Stress in an orp niution sems to arise from failure to perform

effectivly or-for an oquaJl important reason-because it has to work

too hard to avoid failure. The first is "failure" stroal; the second,

"disomfort" stress.

SThis effect of stress on organiations suggests an analogy between

group learning and the familiar description of Individual learnin stress,

new and appropriate response, reinforcement. Without stress, organizations

don't 'earn. Without reinforcement, they dontt learn rapidly.

The results of these epeiments indicate that group learning is an

essential factor in any equation for predicting organizational effective-

ness. From the analogy to individual learning, the min outlines of this

theory seem cler-it mint include the source of stress (tic discomfort and

failure that act as pressure to learn), and %ys of reducing stress (the

priority shmes of the task and response dels). Such a formilation

should help to predict how fast and how far a system can adapt, to identify

what is difficult in the task, and to define the conditions that help an

orgLanisation use its resources most effectively.

Perhaps the most important result of these experiments is that such

oonoepts as stress, rate of learming, and so on can be described quantita-

tively. There are, to be sure, scm practical difficulties-the Laboratory
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now has over 12,000 horvirs of reoordings and some 60 file drawers of support-

ing information from the air-defense studies. Thus fax-, some 100,000 IM

cards have bees coded for each experiment, with poeraps an equally large

amount of informtion, not yet successfully coded, left over.

These coded data are being used to represent measurable failure and

discomfort stress, and the relationship betwee stress and changes in the

task and response model: Is being explored. This has brought up questions

of the place of nergy expenditure in group learniAg and of the sequence of

successive steps in adaptation. Adaptation sem to Involve a complicated

feedback process. When the task becomes more difficult, the crew absorbs

some dsoofort-making only those changes it can make readil--in the task

model. But this ocpedient my well add failure to discomfort Making further

changes that are neoesary-in the response model--requires a greater degree

of coordination. These changes require additional skill, and the time

needed to acquire the needed skill may be another source of failure. As

the crow adapts to sucocoss ,ve failure and discomfort in this way, the task

and response models gradually stabilise, much as an oscillating funotion

But adaptation ia affected by mawy details not yet fully understood-

external conditions in the ervfiror-t and internal conditions in the

organlemtion itself that help or hinder learning. An eumple of these

conditions is the Ogrea" pencils are no damn good" symptom of stress. An

organization's first reaction to stress sems to be to blame external

conditions, faults of the equipment, and so on. At one point or another

dwring the experiments each crew blamed ineffective operation on the grose
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pencils it used for marking plot@ on the big mo t board--the pencils

were too hard or too soft, they broke too easil.y, they weren't the right

color. But complaints like these disappear when the crow be" to find

wyu of doing things that lead to better performance.

The analogy between group learning and individual learning suggsts the

substitution of the organization for the individual as the organism in the

classical learning model when organizational adaptation is being considered.

In these air-defense experiments the organizaticn-a has bon treated as a

unit rather than a collection of Individuals, not ,nly in managing the

experimental conditions but also in analysing the data &nd in b-iilding a

theoretioal framework on the ba is of the results. With this kind of formu-

lation the characteristics of individuals--their personality and skill-

appear only as qualities of the organization. Such a foruilation of group

learning seem consistent with much of the data and has sm rather definite

implioations.

SOME DOPLCATIONS

There are several implications of this remarch-most sp.cifloally for

personnel training and selection and for human engineering. hch of thee"

areas is related to one or more of the others, and in wrking out their

relationships it's not easy to know Just where to begin. Although the

functions of equipment define the huamn-enalneering problem, Jut what

equipment should do is difficult to specify without the understaaing of

system operation that come Frm intensive eamization such as the. UAND

air-dekense studies provide. And so it is with setting personnal-oeloetion

standards. They can be sot once the system is analyged to seo how much of
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the work the quipmnt can take over, but here too a thorough study of

system opemtiov in needed.

Honver, some human-engineering and personnel requirents oan be

described quite generally. One the Importance of group learniAg is recog-

nised it folluws that equipmnt and facilities should be arranged not just

to facilitate operation but also to help the ow who operate the system

loan to use its full potential most rapidly. Or, more practically, since

specifying what these men am to learn is difficult unless the system oan

be operated under the eergency conditions it as aesigned for, doing

saything that mlgt hinder group lrarning shoul2 be avoided. Co=umioatijn

betveen - rs should be made as free and easy as possible. ftoilities

should be arranged so that each mer of the group is given as coult.e a

picture as possible of the task and how the orgenisation is dealing with

it-in oettral displays of some sort if the** are feasible. Members of

the group should be given a chance to modify their procedures. For eample,

the mrbers of an air-defoes crew develop priority systems for siplwifying

their task; if information handling is taken over by electramehanioal

devices, the men who run the system should be free to modify the procedures

for using these devices to utilse them most efficiently.

Considering a system as an integral unit rather than as a collection of

individuals says somethin about personnel selection. It muggests that, in

m•wting a system, team rather than individoals should be selected-that

watching the individual to the job my be a part of the organizational

development proces.

?he need for system training has shown up in the difficulties of getting

today' s omple m-mchine systems to perform as omeeted. iliance on
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the adaptive capacilities of the operators is implicit in the desit of

most of the" systems, but unfortuntely developing these capabilities s

that the system will perform adeqpately in an eergency requires experiee

under critical stresses equivalent to those of an wrgena. These eperi-

mts have shown that system training, which *an impose such stresses

does result in such more effective use of a systemts resourcee--that it is

one way of -ini the full potential of a system available before an

enrgency occurs. They have also enabled us to understand enough about

how the orpniuations developed in the laboratory to fornalate a useful

principle that.. says Tkri the tea as a whule In an adequately similated

enviroineut and give it knowledge of results. This technique treats the

organiation as a unit. It helps the oraniation develop by providing

appropriate stress and the needed reinforcemont. Although an orilmiuation

gets some idea of how well it is doing Just by doinS it, the more compete

the information about the results of its operation it gtste the more it

will be reinforced. A training propam, therefore, should facileitate

learning by providing a factual critique which helps the orpniation

identif its difficulties. This training princeple is presently being put

to use in a particular training propsa--the 3ystem Training Props a WliD

is installing in the Air Defee Coeimnd.

The 3ystie Rssearh Laboratory has bee looking at orpguesatia in

a somwhat differewt my. It be considered tbem. as integral anits ao

because of its boicee of an organition to studj, It has been ale to se
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the dsilopisat prooess in some detail. Its approach soms to have quite a

bit of pro-i so for understanding and improving man-machtno systems; it has

mre implications, not yet too specific, for integrating training, humn

engineering, and personnel-selection programs.

The results of the Laboratoryto eperients vith air-defense organiss-

tions s.ggest that one of the most important things in making thes fantas-

tically Ingenious man-machine systems work is the use of humn group-learning

ability to get the greatest possible utilization of a system's resources.

They also suggest that the best wy to find out how to use this ability is

In studies of complete systum.

The Laboratoryts efforts to build a model of orgLaisation l behavior-

a model that is still prticul&r to a limited rang. of human behavior-may

assist research workers by providing a cogent set of theoretical propositions

about humn behavior that can guide them in studying broader areas of hman

ndeavor.


